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Progress Summary

A preliminary version of the neural simulation program MacNeuron is
implemented on the Macintosh IIci with more extensive user-interface added to the

previous version. A preliminary user manual and the software will be sent to the

scientific program officer, which describes the specific run-time environment of the

program.

The current version of MacNeuron incorporated much of the friendly user-
interface for building a network of neuron. The building process can be done by (a)

the menu-driven window user-interface environment; and (b) the batch-mode
"script" file for describing the run-time environment and simulation parameters.
An interactive built-in text editor is also included in the simulation program for
entering the script-file for describing the run-time environment. The program can

be run with interactive user-control (via iconic interface) or under hands-off
background mode (via text-based script interface). Currently, the script file is excuted
via the "macro" command, where a group of user-specified commands can be

executed under a menu-command created by the user's script file.

Specific Program Progress

The major progress is made in the user-interface of the MacNeuron program.
Two specific areas has been incorporated into the program: (a) the building of a

network of neurons via menu-driven windowing interface; and (b) the "script"
description of the commands for batch-mode operation.

(A) Window Interface for Creation of a Network of Neurons

The user-interface of the program has been redesigned to incorporate more

flexible creation of a network of neuron. The construction of neurons is based on a
top-down approach, where a hierarchy of brain - network - neuron - membrane -
ionic-channel - chemical-concentration-compartment is followed. In other words,
the description of the simulation is done in a top-down fashion. The description of
the neuronal networks in this simulator is done through two processes: (1) the
description of the physical parameters of neuron and membrane-patch objects, and
(2) the description of the connections (or links) between the above objects.
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Since the description of a neuron is separated from the description of its

connections, the physiological parameters of a neuron can be stored separated from

the connections which describes how the neurons are connected together and how

the membrane-patches are connected together to form a neuron. Thus, libraries of

the physical description of a neuron can be stored in separated files, which can be

retrieved easily later by different users for constructing the specific neurons and

networks. Thus, the construction of a network can be done by connecting the

existing library files of the neuron descriptions. The actual implementation of

neuron library will be done later in the development phase. The current

implementation concentrates on the development of the necessary window user-

interface for describing the connectivity and physiological parameters of a neuron.

At the top level is the "brain", where a brain is composed of multiple
"networks". The networks are connected together to form a brain. At the next level

is the "network", where a network is composed of multiple "neurons". The

neurons are connected together to form a network. At the next level is the
"neuron", where a neuron is composed of multiple "membrane-patches" or
"membrane-compartments". The membrane-patches are connected together for

form the morphology of a neuron (including soma, dendrites and axons). At the

next level is the "membrane-patch", where a membrane-patch is composed the

"ionic-conductance channels". There are also "chemical-compartments" which can

be separated by the membrane to form the extracellular and intracellular ionic fluid

compartments. Chemical compartments can also be used to form "shells" of iso-

concentration of ionic species, such as calcium.

Each of the above level of description of the neural model can be specified by

the user via hierarchical windows. The brain is created by a mouse-button press to

the ionic button in the window to instantiate a new brain-object. Double-clicking on

the brain-object (i.e., opening the brain-object) will list all its connectivities and

attributes. Similarly, a network can be instantiated and connected hierarchically

within the iconic window. The connectivity can be established by "dragging" the

object-items into the appropriate window. Thus, the user-interface is intuitive

enough to provide a user-friendly environment for creation of the simulation

network.
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(B) Batch-mode Script Language for Specifying the Description of neurons and Run-
time Environment

The simulator desription script language is also implemented in the current

version. The script language can be used to create user-defined "macros"

commands. These macro commands will be automatically installed as menu-items

appended to the existing menus. Thus, the user can easily custom create his/her

own commands. Thus, a single command can be used to describe and execute a

series of simulation descriptions and actions.

The script language is based on the programming language syntax of Pascal.

The use of Pascal-like language facilitates users' familarity with a well-defined

language for control and execution. The familar "repeat-loop" and "if-the.else"

statements can be used to control the flow of the simulation in batch-mode. Thus,

the simulation can be executed with a series of parameter sets using a simple

program-loop structure.

The neuron-objects can also be created like any data in a programming

language. The user can use variables to assign to the neuron-objects, so that

multiple neurons can be created using a simple assignment statement to multiple

variables. For instance, if the user wants to create 1000 neurons of the same type, all

it needs to be done is to use a "for-loop", i.e., for neuronnumber:= 1 to 1000 do

nez(neuron). Similarly, multiple connections between neurons can be specified

using a simple "for-loop" structure.

One of the goals of the project is to provide a neural simulator that simplifies

the complicated structure of the interconnectivities in describing networks of

neurons with various physiological parameters. In pursue of this goal, the neural

simulator is designed with the hierarchical structure for description of the network

greatly reduces the complexity of the complicated structures in desribing the

interconnects and morphology as well as physiology of neurons.
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